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Made in Italy, RUBIROSA is the epitome of quiet luxury.

 Each shoe is an icon, made to last, crafted with style.

The brand is inspired by Porfirio “Rubi” Rubirosa,

 a real-life adventurer whose elegance, passion 

and non-conformist character informs every stitch.

Rubirosa: “FINE SHOES THAT FIT LIKE LOVE.”
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Rubi loves... winter. 

A season of simple, refined pleasures for men and women.

The AW22 collection is inspired by winter in the city

and winter in the woods. RUBIROSA raises its eye to the Swiss

Alps and to the highest standards of quality and luxury.

This is a brand on a mission to raise standards to the very

highest ground: the best in contemporary footwear.



For men, a full range of modern-classic shoes.

Everywhere, everyday elegance. 

The intelligent colour palette asserts a subtle personality 

in muted tones and rich naturals, the feel of winter in Europe.

Materials are peak quality, notably full-grain leather.

RITA carries the grace of the best-selling JUDY into an upscale, 

mid-top basketball boot infused with the spirit of the 1970s.

 Also new this season is EVA,

a refined 1980s-influenced basketball shoe. 

JUDY extends its popularity in wool. 

Newly convertible, JUDY can transform into a slip-on 

via ingenious elastic laces. JOAN, the running shoe, meanwhile,

 is offered in upscale rip-stop nylon.



The women’s collection features an avalanche 

of details to emphasise the shoes’ rich refinement. 

Look for animal laces, pony-like touches, 

shearling linings and fine metallics.

This is a collection of the mountain and the lake, 

of the warming hearth and the frosty walk, 

of white-coated trees and snow-dusted streets, 

of the view from a cable car, and the snug 

of a beloved companion.



J U D Y  M E N

simple, graceful, football 

The most valuable player in the Rubirosa squad,

JUDY is a football-inspired Oxford, built on a low cup sole.

As befits a star, JUDY enjoys a lot of attention for AW22: 

convertible into a slip-on via smart elastic laces, toasty-cosy in wool,

new colours in TIMEWORN, plus the widest range of colourways

including the curry-like shade Brandy.

JUDY is a top-grade, easy-to-wear shoe that adapts to any moment.

The zig zag pinking detail on the U-throat lacing piece 

is a nod to the world of football.



JUDY GREY AW22

JUDY COLLECTION

Stylish, classic and modern, and made from top-grade materials,

uppers feature the perforated brogue detail that is RUBIROSA’s signature.



– inspired by 1970s football shoes

– low cup sole

– new colours including Marsala

– available Timeworn

– available slip-on

– lightweight leather upper

– zig zag pinking detail, brogue detail

– immaculate comfort

– everyday luxury

JUDY COGNAC AW22  -  JUDY FUMO AW22

JUDY COLLECTION



JUDY BRANDY AW22JUDY MAROLIVE AW22

JUDY COLLECTION



JUDY SL IVORY AW22

JUDY COLLECTION

JUDY is an emblem of quiet luxury and immaculate comfort.



JUDY COLLECTION

JUDY SL BROWN AW22  -  JUDY SL DARK BROWN AW22

JUDY COLLECTION

SL - SLIDE EDITION 

Newly convertible, JUDY can transform 

into a slip-on via ingenious elastic laces.



JUDY TW OLTREMARE AW22

JUDY COLLECTION



JUDY COLLECTION

JUDY TW PIOMBO AW22

JUDY COLLECTION

TIMEWORN EDITION 

Quality endures. Superior products 

can really take a beating. 

“Timeworn” is the premium RUBIROSA 

shoe, distressed.

 

These shoes have been lovingly aged 

to give them all the appearance of a life 

well lived. Exclusive and limited edition, 

the “Timeworn” collection reminds us that 

elegance means action.



JUDY TW GRAPHITE AW22  -  JUDY TW BLUE AW22

JUDY COLLECTION



JUDY TW RED AW22JUDY TW TAUPE AW22

JUDY COLLECTION

JUDY is a top-grade, easy-to-wear shoe that adapts 

to any moment. The zig zag pinking detail on the U-throat lacing 

piece is a nod to the world of football.



J U D Y  W O M E N

simplicity and grace 

In AW22, the women’s collection is loaded 

with interesting details, such as pony-like touches. 

JUDY is presented in an array of fascinating finishes, 

including blue nubuck, dust grey and snow leopard.

Made from the highest quality materials, 

the upper includes a perforated brogue detail, 

a RUBIROSA signature of style and class. 

For immaculate comfort, the lining is a mix 

of cotton, reinforced with calf leather. 

Zig zag pinking enhances the U-throat lacing piece.

JUDY is elegant, effortless and discrete.

An easy-to-wear, top-tier shoe for any look 

and every occasion.



JUDY COLLECTION

JUDY D GREY AW22



JUDY D OFFWHITE AW22  -  JUDY D PINK AW22

JUDY COLLECTION



JUDY D WHITE AW22

JUDY COLLECTION

– colours from subtle black and grey 

   to pink and blue

– upper is calf leather, suede or nubuck

– low profile

– zig zag pinking, brogue

– perfect comfort

– for everyday

The typical JUDY upper is suede or nubuck

or lightweight leather and suede trim.



JUDY COLLECTION

JUDY D IVORY AW22JUDY D GRAPHITE AWS22



JUDY D BEIGE AW22

JUDY COLLECTION



E V A  M E N

1980s low-top basketball, reimagined 

New for AW22 EVA updates and modernises 

the 1980s low-top basketball sneaker. 

The urban community’s ultimate icon shoe enjoys 

a sophisticated refit and 360° upgrade to secure

its place in the RUBIROSA line-up.

The silhouette is low-top but features a sleeker 

and shallower last than its illustrious forebears. 

The upper features a front bumper to brace the toes 

and authentic basketball wavy eye-stays 

and perforations to vent the toe and flanks.

The EVA is fully lined with luxurious vachetta leather 

for softness and comfort. A casual sneaker that is light 

and comfortable for everyday wear.



EVA WHITE AW22

EVA COLLECTION

RUBIROSA signature details include brogueing, Adler stitching 

on the back of the heel and the signature label on the tongue.



- retro basketball inspired 1980s

  sport refined

- low-top silhouette, sleek 

  and shallow

- front bumper

- sole wrap at the heel

- Brogue and other RUBIROSA

  signature details

- Vachetta leather and other

  premium materials tone on tone

  colours

- light, soft and comfortable

- everyday casual

EVA BLUE AW22  -  EVA BROWN AW22

EVA COLLECTION

Uppers use premium materials such as leather, suedes and nubuck. 

Tone on tone colours keep the shoes more classic and luxe. 



EVA BLACK AW22
Details are slightly exaggerated in places: 

note the double bumper and 

the sole wrap at the heel,

which connect EVA to basketball 

court tradition. 

EVA COLLECTION



R I T A  M E N

1970s mid-top basketball, redefined 

New for AW22, RITA is a fresh take on the 1970s basketball boot. 

The original sneaker crossed from the stadium to the sidewalk

and RUBIROSA’s revision honours the blend of sport and street. 

The silhouette is, for the sake of purity, a mid-top boot.

A padded collar wraps around the ankle for safety and stability

and a little extra coverage for colder days.

One of the sportiest shoes in the collection, 

RITA stays true to the RUBIROSA brand. 

The reinvented brogue, the Adler stitching on the back 

of the heel and the signature label on the tongue

are all present and correct.



RITA GREEN AW22

RITA COLLECTION

The subtle mix of colours hues to RITA’s athletic roots. 

Lightweight and comfortable, RITA elevates casual styles 

and can be worn everyday.



RITA COLLECTION

RITA BROWN AW22  -  RITA RED AW22

Materials for the uppers include leathers, suedes and nubucks, 

lined with luxurious vachetta leather for softness and comfort. 



RITA GREY AW22

RITA COLLECTION

- vintage basketball inspired

- 1970s sport meets street, refined

- padded collar for stability and warmth

- Rubirosa details including reinvented brogue

- same outsole as JUDY

- elevated materials

- subtle colours

- light, flexible and comfortable

- casual and everyday

RITA shares the sleek outsole of the best-selling JUDY.



R I T A  W O M E N

boots with bounce 

New for AW22, RITA is a mid-top trainer 

that blends sport and street with 1970s flair. 

The padded collar wraps around the ankle for safety 

and stability and a little extra coverage for colder days.

There is a lot to enjoy in the finishes: warm leopard, 

silver mirror and warm pink. The dark black crackle pair especially 

has the feel of a sneaker recommissioned as a winter boot. 

Note the shearling lining that ensures warmth. 

RITA shares the sleek outsole of the best-selling JUDY. 

Materials for the uppers include leathers, suedes 

and nubucks, lined with luxurious vachetta leather 

for softness and comfort.



RITA D PINK AW22

RITA COLLECTION

Details including the reinvented brogue, the Adler stitching 

on the back of the heel and the signature label on the tongue 

are unmistakable reminders that these are a pair RUBIROSA’s



RITA D WHITE AWS22  -  RITA D BEIGE AW22

RITA COLLECTION



RITA D BLACK AW22

- 1970s sport meets street, refined

- padded collar showcases

  the collection’s aesthetic flair

- Rubirosa details including

  reinvented brogue

- same outsole and grace as JUDY

- special colours

- light, flexible and comfortable

- casual and everyday

RITA COLLECTION



RITA D GREY AW22

RITA COLLECTION



RITA D BLUE AW22RITA D LEOPARD AW22RITA D SILVER AW22

RITA COLLECTION



A V A  M E N

tennis elegance 

Upgraded for AW22, AVA takes old school elegance 

and grace into the 21st Century. 

A style icon that oozes class in dark brown and black, 

AVA is made from the highest quality full-grain leather. 

This leather is the strongest part of the hide, develops an individual 

patina with wear and improves with age. 

The lining is vegetable tanned calf leather for ultimate comfort. 

The addition of a leather welt into the rubber cup sole 

further elevates the quality. 

Full-grain leather is naturally breathable 

and rich in character.



AVA DARK BROWN AW22

AVA COLLECTION

AVA is made from the highest quality full-grain leather.



AVA BLACK AW22  -  AVA DARK BROWN AW22

– inspired by 1970s tennis shoes

– sports style, luxury build,

  craftsmanship details

– full-grain premium leather

– top-grade materials including calf

   skins and calf suedes

– leather welt

– lightweight, super comfortable

– dress up or dress down

AVA COLLECTION

A derby meets a tennis shoe, 

AVA is lightweight, flexible and supremely comfortable. 

These premium casual shoes complement a suit

or more relaxed outfit combinations.



K I M  M E N

the quality hiker 

RUBIROSA’s sports utility sneaker blends the grip,

the cushioning and the comfort of performance trainers 

with a crafted, luxurious upper. 

New for AW22 is the lace system, which is more 

authentic and hiking-shoe-inspired.  

The upper materials are the finest nubuck and suede 

and luxurious vachetta leather from Tuscany.

The bi-material two-tone sole, made from rubber and E-V-A, 

features slight cupping for stability. 

With roots in nature and the great outdoors, 

Kim is the ideal all-terrain footwear for touring the city 

in winter or roaming the frozen countryside.



KIM BLUE AW22

KIM COLLECTION

KIM is quality in motion.



KIM CAPPERO AW22  -  KIM BLUE AW22

– performance sole, luxury upper

– inspired by trail running shoes

– Vibram sole

– nubuck, suede and “Vachetta” leather

– two-tone rubber and EVA sole

– perfect for roaming the city

– or the country

KIM COLLECTION



K I M  W O M E N

high-end hiker 

New for AW22 is a cornucopia of finishes and rich, refined details.

 

Inspired by performance running shoes, KIM blends the grip, 

cushioning and comfort of sports-utility trainers 

with an upper that is beautifully crafted and luxurious.

Dynamic metallic gold and silver matte are balanced 

against subtle variations of warm grey, 

mustard and light pink. Note the Animalia laces. 

Reliable, practical, sporty and stylish, 

KIM is made for exploration: city or country. 

These boots are made for walking.



KIM D GOLD AW22

KIM COLLECTION



KIM D SILVER AW22 KIM D LEOPARD AWS22

KIM COLLECTION

The design crosses over from the men’s collection,

but has been softened. With roots in nature and the great outdoors,

 KIM encourages the wearer to stride with confidence.



KIM D OFFWHITE AW22

– performance sole, luxury upper

– inspired by trail running shoes

– Vibram sole

– rich details including Animalia laces

– fascinating finishes including gold and silver

– perfect for roaming the city

– and the countryside

KIM COLLECTION



KIM D YELLOW AW22  -  KIM D IVORY AW22

KIM COLLECTION

The bi-material, two-tone sole is made from rubber and compressed E-V-A.

The sole has slight cupping for stability. The upper materials are the finest nubuck

and suede and luxurious Tuscan vachetta leather.



KIM D WHITE AW22

KIM D GREY AW22KIM D PINK AW22

KIM COLLECTION



J O A N  M E N

running in style 

Inspired by 1970s “wedge” running shoes, JOAN is a sporty shoe

of unabashed luxury, rich in signature Rubirosa details.

New for AW22 is an innovative ripstop nylon fabric in beige, grey or brown. 

Known as Stark, this nylon uses thinner threads that resonate 

with luxury while being incredibly strong and water resistant.

The finest Tuscan vachetta leather and vegetable-tanned calf leather

are employed at key points, for class and for comfort.

Wear JOAN every day you can.



JOAN SAND AW22

JOAN COLLECTION



JOAN BOSCO AW22 JOAN CAMOUFLAGE AWS22

JOAN COLLECTION



JOAN COLLECTION

JOAN BLUE AW22

– inspired by athletes

– elegant details, including signature

   brogue

– inspired by 1970s “wedge” runners

– premium materials

– top-grade rip-stop nylon and nubuck

   or suede and nubuck

– everyday, easy wear

RUBIROSA’s signature brogue is a nod

 to the brand’s heritage, executed in a contemporary way. 

Note the spoiler for stability.



JOAN TAUPE AW22  -  JOAN STONE AW22

JOAN COLLECTION



JOAN LIGHT GREY AW22 JOAN MAROLIVE AWS22

JOAN COLLECTION



JOAN ORANGE AW22  -  JOAN LAVA AW22

JOAN COLLECTION



F L O R  M E N

high-end slip-on 

Black perforated leather, grey suede and camouflage enliven

 the RUBIROSA slip-on for Autumn/Winter 2022.

Constructed from the highest quality of foot shapes. 

FLOR are offered under RUBIROSA’s Timeworn process for lived-in appeal. 

The lining is made from a vegetable tanned calf leather and terry cloth 

for ultimate comfort and breathability.

At ease in all casual situations, FLOR is built on the same last

and sole as JUDY: low profile, very flexible.



FLOR TW CAMOUFLAGE AW22

FLOR COLLECTION



FLOR TW PIOMBO AW22  -  FLOR TW BLACK AW22

– the easy loafer, cousin of JUDY

– low-profile last and sole

– lightweight and comfortable; breathable

– new: black perforated leather, 

   grey suede, camouflage

– available in Timeworn

– for everyday and city breaks

FLOR COLLECTION

Lightweight, flexible and comfortable, FLOR is a sneaker for all seasons.
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JOAN DARK BROWN CL01

JOAN NAVY CL01

JOAN WHITE CL01JOAN DARK BROWN CL01

MEN CLASSICS



MEN CLASSICS

ANA BLACK CL01

ANA DARK BROWN CL01

ANA WHITE CL01



AVA CENTRAVO BLACK CL01 AVA CENTRAVO NATURALE CL01

AVA BLACK CL01 AVA COGNAC CL01

AVA WHITE CL01 AVA VA WHITE CL02

MEN CLASSICS



JUDY TW WHITE CL02

JUDY WHITE CL02

JUDY TW WHITE CL01

MEN CLASSICS



JUDY D CENTRAVO BLACK CL01

JUDY D CENTRAVO NATURALE CL01

JUDY D BLACK CL01JUDY D IVORY CL02

WOMEN CLASSICS



KIM BLACK CL01 KIM WHITE CL01

MEN CLASSICS



WOMEN CLASSICS

KIM D DUST BLACK CL01 KIM D DUST WHITE CL01
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